Brücke's great-grandson's visit to Freud: a contribution to the understanding of Freud's relationship to Ernst Brücke.
Ernst Brücke's great-grandson paid a visit to Freud on 27 September 1932. Previously unknown documents relating to this visit, which Freud mentioned in his "Shortest Chronicle" ("Kürzeste Chronik"), provide evidence that this was Franz Theodor Brücke, 24 years old at the time. During the conversation, there was mention of the biography of Ernst Brücke, written in 1928 by his grandson, Ernst Theodor, the father of Franz Theodor Brücke, of which Freud had no knowledge. After he received a copy of the book, Freud quickly responded with a previously unknown letter to Franz Theodor Brücke, in which he emphasized Brücke's "capacity for love" and corrected details in the biography, including the cause of the blow to Brücke's nose. The relationship of Freud and Brücke will be described in a review of known sources and it will be shown that Brücke functioned to a great extent and into old age as an ego ideal for Freud. He also represented Freud's high standards, while Ernst Fleischl, who is mentioned twice in the letter by Freud, epitomizes the danger of failure.